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Abstract: Tianwen-1, China’s first Mars exploration mission, was successfully landed in the southern
part of Utopia Planitia on 15 May 2021 (UTC+8). Timely and accurately determining the landing loca-
tion is critical for the subsequent mission operations. For timely localization, the remote landmarks,
selected from the panorama generated by the earliest received Navigation and Terrain Cameras
(NaTeCam) images, were matched with the Digital Orthophoto Map (DOM) generated by high
resolution imaging camera (HiRIC) images to obtain the initial result based on the triangulation
method. Then, the initial localization result was refined by the descent images received later and the
NaTeCam DOM. Finally, the lander location was determined to be (25.066◦N, 109.925◦E). Verified
by the new orbital image with the lander and Zhurong rover visible, the localization accuracy was
within a pixel of the HiRIC DOM.

Keywords: Tianwen-1; lander localization; NaTeCam image; HiRIC image; descent image; land-
mark triangulation

1. Introduction

Tianwen-1, China’s first independent Mars exploration mission, was launched from
Wenchang Space Launch Center in Hainan province by the Long March-5 heavy-lift car-
rier rocket on 23 July 2020 (UTC+8) [1]. After about seven months, the Tianwen-1 probe,
composed of an orbiter, lander and the Zhurong rover, entered the Martian orbit and
then activated the 3000-Newton-thrust orbital-control engine to decelerate the probe on
11 February 2021 (UTC+8), to make the probe captured by the Martian gravity [2]. By
moving to the elliptical orbit with a perigee of about 400 km [3], the equipped moderate
resolution imaging camera (MoRIC) and the HiRIC acquired images of the Martian sur-
face [4–7]. The HiRIC is responsible for detailed topographic mapping of the key areas,
including the two preselected landing areas [7]. After investigation for preselected landing
areas, the landing capsule separated from the orbiter and entered into the phase of Entry,
Descent and Landing (EDL). On 15 May 2021 (UTC+8), the landing capsule soft landed
successfully in the southern part of Utopia Planitia [8]. According to the lander’s Guidance,
Navigation and Control (GNC) system, the landing location was at (25.1◦N, 109.9◦E) in
the planetocentric frame tied to the IAU/IAG 2000 Mars coordinate system [9]. Through
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two rails, the Zhurong rover was deployed to the Martian surface from the lander platform
at 10:40 am (UTC+8), 22 May 2021 [10]. Figure 1 shows the diagram of the Tianwen-1
EDL processes.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the entry, descent and landing of Tianwen-1. 
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Figure 1. Diagram of the entry, descent and landing of Tianwen-1.

Timely and precise lander localization is critical for the mission operations and scien-
tific exploration [11–15]. It provides essential geo-location information for task planning,
such as radio communication and scientific object exploration. Moreover, accurate lander
location is indispensable to guiding the orbiter to acquire high resolution images of the
landing area repeatedly, which aims to perform the repeated monitoring of the landing
area in the Tianwen-1 mission.

In previous lunar and Mars missions, the lander localization mainly relied on radio-
tracking methods and image-based methods [11–15]. Radio-tracking methods obtained
accurate measurements of the Doppler shift of the radio signal from the probe. The
localization results in the planetary inertial system can be directly calculated, and then be
converted to results in the body-fixed coordinate system [15]. The image-based methods
employed the images captured by the payload cameras (e.g., descent camera) on the lander
to register with the orbiter image of the landing area by using image matching directly,
or landmark feature identification and matching [16]. The lander location in the orbiter
image was obtained based on the geometric relationship calculation between payload
camera images and the orbiter image. In a series of Chinese lunar exploration missions, the
first Chinese lunar soft landing and roving mission, Chang’e-3, landed on Mare Imbrium
and released the Yutu rover to the lunar surface successfully in December 2013 [17]. The
radio-tracking based method provided timely localization results for mission operations.
After downlinking the sequential images captured by the descent camera, the refined
location was determined by using the image-based method [9]. In the Chang’e-4 and
Chang’e-5 missions, similar localization methods were adopted to the landing location
determination [13,14]. For the Yutu and Yutu-2 rovers in China’s lunar rover missions, the
dead-reckoning and cross site image matching based visual localization were employed
for rover localization [18,19]. These rover-localization methods are also being used in
Tianwen-1 mission.

During the EDL of Tianwen-1, the descent cameras installed at bottom of the lander
platform were to capture sequential descent images of the landing area. The NaTeCam [20]
of the Zhurong rover also captured a 360◦ panorama of the landing site scene with a pitch
angle of −30◦ on top of the lander after touching down on the Martian surface. However,
due to the limitation of the radio transmission time windows and bandwidth, not all
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image data was downlinked immediately. In data packages downlinked early on 19 May,
only a single descent image was included for the quick view of the landing area, and
NaTeCam images were captured with a pitch angle of −30◦ at the landing site. The other
NaTeCam images with a pitch angle of −5◦ were captured and downlinked on 22 May.
The downlinked single descent image covered a very small area and has a highly different
ground resolution (about 0.05 m/pixel) with the orbital DOM (0.7 m/pixel). Hence, it was
not feasible to perform immediate location determination using the single descent image
alone at the beginning of mission.

In the Tianwen-1 mission, we performed the visual localization of the Tianwen-1
lander by using the timely orbital, descent and rover images according to the availability
of data. The remote landmarks, found in NaTeCam images in horizontal view angle,
were identified in the orbital DOM and used to triangulate the lander position as the
initial localization result. After completely downlinking the sequential descent images on
29 May, we selected four descent images to refine the initial lander location by using image
matching between descent images and the orbital DOM. Finally, the NaTeCam DOM of the
landing site was taken to determine the lander location by DOM matching with descent
images. Figure 2 shows the workflow of our proposed method.
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2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Data

Detailed observation and investigation of preselected landing areas are essential for
the landing planning. The MoRIC, used for large scale imaging, has an image size of
4096 pixels × 3072 pixels and a resolution of over 100 m at the 400 km orbit [4]. The HiRIC
onboard the Tianwen-1 orbiter operates in a linear sweep mode to obtain panchromatic
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optical images of the Martian surface with a resolution of over 2.5 m in normal areas and
0.5 m in key areas [4]. Since the sweep coverage width of HiRIC is about 9 km at the
height of 265 km, multiple sweep orbital images of two preselected landing areas, located
in the Chryse Planitia plain, the Isidis Planitia, and partly in Utopia Planitia, were captured,
respectively [4,6]. A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and a DOM of the landing area were
produced and provided by Key Laboratory of Lunar and Deep Space Exploration, National
Astronomical Observatories, and the Chinese Academy of Sciences. The DOM and DEM,
having a resolution of 0.7 m/pixel and 3.5 m/pixel, respectively, are used as the base map
for visual localization of the lander. By comparison, these mapping products have a good
positional consistency with existing Mars maps, such as the global mosaic (5 m/pixel) of
Context Camera (CTX) images [21] and the Mars MGS HRSC MOLA Blend DEM Global
(200 m grid spacing) [22], which used MDIM2.1 reference frame tied to IAU/IAG 2000 Mars
coordinate system [23,24]. In most parts of landing area, the relative shift of the HiRIC
DOM is within one pixel of the CTX DOM.

The descent pair cameras, having a field of view (FOV) of 58◦ and an image size
of 2048 pixels × 2048 pixels, are deployed for imaging landing area in EDL phase. One
descent camera of the pair is mounted closely at the bottom edge of lander platform and the
other one is mounted diagonally as the backup instrument. The first received single descent
image, captured at a height of about 80 m estimated by the lander’s GNC system, has a very
limited coverage area and a much higher ground resolution compared to the orbiter image,
which led to great difficulties in image matching directly to conduct localization. Other
descent images were arranged to be sent back to the ground control station completely
through the relay of the orbiter 10 days after the first descent image downlinked.

The NaTeCam, a pair of stereo cameras installed on the camera mast of the Zhurong
rover, is used to conduct panoramic imaging of the Martian surface in horizontal and
vertical directions with the rotations of yaw and pitch drivers. The parameters of NaTeCam
are listed in Table 1. During the mission, the stereo images of NaTeCam are regularly
captured for topographic and geological analysis of the roving areas. In the mission, the
two NaTeCam image collections that were received first were captured with a 360◦ yaw
rotation and two pitch angles of −30◦ and −5◦ when the rover was atop the lander.

Table 1. Parameters of NaTeCam [20].

Item NaTeCam

Frame (pixels × pixels) 2048 × 2048

Pixel size (mm) 0.0055

Focal length (mm) 13.1

Baseline length (m) 0.27

2.2. Initial Localization Based on Landmark Triangulation

Some geomorphic landmarks, such as mountain peaks, crater rims and so on, can be
observed on the horizon of the panoramic NaTeCam images. Once the azimuth angles
of the landmarks are measured in the NaTeCam imagery, the lander position can be
determined by using landmark triangulation-based on the locations of the landmarks in
the orbital base map.

To perform the landmark triangulation-based localization, we applied the cylindrical
stitching method to the 12 pairs of NaTeCam images and generated a color panorama for
landmark selection. Feature extraction and matching among the NaTeCam images were
applied with the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [25]. The transformation parame-
ters of the projected image, including focus length, translation and rotation, were estimated
based on the homographic transformation model. Finally, all images were projected into a
pseudo cylindrical surface to generate the mosaic image. Before stitching, image enhance-
ment and simple radiometric correction were applied for better performances in image
matching and visualization. Figure 3 shows the SIFT matching results between adjacent
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NaTeCam images, which were enhanced and radiometrically corrected based on original
acquired NaTeCam images.
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In the panorama, the peaks and discontinues of skyline were considered as the candi-
date landmarks to be identified and matched in the orbital DOM manually. However, due
to great differences in observation directions, it is very challenging to directly determine the
corresponding landmarks between the orbital DOM and NaTeCam panorama. An image
simulation system based on the orbital DEM and DOM was introduced to generate simu-
lated NaTeCam images at multiple view angles, which is shown in Figure 4. By employing
the multiple simulated images of one azimuth angles, the corresponding landmarks were
effectively identified and verified manually.

To obtain the landmark azimuth angles with respect to the lander, the image points of
identified landmarks in panorama were converted to the points in the original NaTeCam
images with the transformation parameters of image stitching. The exterior orientation
parameters (EOPs) of each NaTeCam image in the local landing site coordinate system
were obtained with the rover orientation and 3 joint rotations of rover mast. By combining
the image EOPs and image coordinates of landmarks, the landmark azimuth angles can be
calculated based on the collinearity equation.

Based on the least square principle, the lander position can be estimated by the residual
error minimization of all landmark azimuth angles, which is expressed as [26]:
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where atan2 is the inverse tangent function with a range of (−180, 180]; P =

[
X
Y

]T

is the lander location; Pi
L =

[
Xi

L
Yi

L

]T

is the location of landmark i. By using the Taylor

series expansion method, Formula (1) can be converted to the linearized equation system to
solve the landing position iteratively. However, the uncertainties in the EOPs of NaTeCam
images may bring about localization errors. The obtained initial location should be refined
with the lately received sequential descent images.
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2.3. Refined Localization Based on Image Matching

To improve the localization accuracy, the image matching based localization method
was applied with descent images to refine the localization result of landmark triangulation.
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Among the descent images without plume affects, the center of the descent image captured
at the lowest height was traditionally considered as the landing point. By the SIFT matching
method, the descent images were matched to obtain the geometric relationship between
adjacent images, which was used for the landing point tracking in each descent image.
Guided by the localization result of landmark triangulation, the descent images were
matched with the orbital DOM to track the landing point down to the orbital DOM.

Due to the offset between the descent camera position and the center of the lander,
and possible slanting descent, the lander location determined by the center of the used
lowest descent image may not be accurate enough. In order to obtain the accurate lander
location on the descent image, the NaTeCam DOM was applied to the image matching
with the lowest descent image. Based on the matched points, we tracked the land location
in the lowest descent and determined the accurate landing location in the orbital DOM.

3. Results

As is shown in Figure 5, the 12 left NaTeCam images, captured atop the landing
platform with a pitch angle of −5◦, were received at 14:00 pm, 22 May. These images
were used to generate the 360◦ panorama with image stitching, from which the candidate
landmarks were also selected.
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The image coordinates of landmarks in the original NaTeCam images were obtained
with the stitching transformation parameters. Each azimuth angle of a landmark was also
calculated with the EOPs of NaTeCam images based on the collinearity equation. Assisted
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by the verification of simulated images, the corresponding landmarks in the orbital DOM
were identified to obtain the geographic coordinates of landmarks. By employing the
landmark triangulation method described in Section 2.2, the landing point position was
determined to be (25.07◦N, 109.93◦E). Figure 6 shows the results of landmark identification
and lander localization with the simulated and original NaTeCam images. By minimizing
the errors of the landmark azimuth angles drawn in red lines under the least squares
principle, the initial localization result based on landmark triangulation, shown as the
green point, was accomplished on 25 May 2021.
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With the guidance of the localization result from landmark triangulation method, we
chose four descent images, downlinked subsequently at 17:30 pm, 29 May, to conduct
the image matching based localization. SIFT was applied to image matching in adjacent
descent frames. With matching results, the landing point approximately centered at the
image captured at the lowest altitude was tracked among descent images. Then, the
matching between the descent images and orbital DOM achieved the global landing
location determination. Furthermore, to decrease the localization error caused by the
slight offset between the descent camera and the center of the lander, the NaTeCam DOM,
produced by the images captured with a pitch angle of −30◦, was employed to refine the
landing position from the matching of the lowest descent image and the base map. As
the final result, the landing location was determined at (25.066◦N, 109.925◦E). Figure 7
shows the results of image matching based localization. This final localization result was
accomplished on 29 May 2021.
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After landing, the Tianwen-1 orbiter conducted repeat observations of the landing
area, and in the HiRIC image captured on 2 June 2021 the lander and Zhurong rover are
visible [27]. By comparison, the accuracy of our visual localization result is within a pixel of
the orbital image. Figure 8 shows the verification of the visual localization result with the
newly acquired HiRIC image in which the lander and Zhurong rover are visible. On 6 June
2021, the HiRISE onboard MRO also acquired a high resolution image of the Tianwen-1
landing area [28]. Our lander localization result can be also verified in the HiRISE image.
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The uncertainty of the localization results mainly depended on the positioning preci-
sion of the HiRIC DOM in cartographic frame and the image matching based localization
errors relative to the HiRIC DOM. The HiRIC DOM is highly consistent with the CTX
DOM registered with Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) data, which has a position-
ing accuracy of about 100 m in the IAU/IAG Mars 2000 coordinate system [29]. Before
sequential descent images downlinked, the initial localization result was derived from
landmark triangulation. The selected landmarks were identified on the HiRIC DOM and
NaTeCam images manually. The landmark azimuth angles, used to intersect the lander
location, were the main error sources of the localization result. The orientation errors of
NaTeCam images, caused by the uncertainties of mast control and rover altitude measure-
ments, brought about the azimuth angle measurement errors (typically 2 degrees) and the
location error of about 38 m compared to the final determined location. Guided by the
triangulation-based localization result, the latter downlinked descent images were directly
matched with the orbital DOM. After refined by matching with the NaTeCam DOM, the
error of lander location was within one pixel of the HiRIC DOM (0.7 m/pixel), through
the verification with the new orbital image with the lander and Zhurong rover visible. In
all, the uncertainties of the proposed lander localization results in the Mars body-fixed
coordinate system were estimated about 100 m.

4. Conclusions

The accurate localization of the Tianwen-1 lander is critical to the subsequent mission
operations, e.g., data transmission between the lander and the orbiter, separation of the
rover from the lander platform, and rover path planning on Martian surface. To achieve
the accurate landing location in a timely manner, the remote landmarks found in the
earliest received NaTeCam images were identified in the orbital DOM of the landing area to
conduct the landmark triangulation-based lander localization. Then, guided by the initial
localization result, we employed the sequential descent images received later to perform
image matching among adjacent descent frames and with the orbital DOM and obtained the
refined lander localization result. At the end, the generated NaTeCam DOM was matched
with the descent image to determine the final accurate location of the lander, which is
(25.066◦N, 109.925◦E)± (0.002◦N, 0.002◦E). The localization result has been used to support
various mission operations. The accuracy of the lander localization has been verified to
be within a pixel of the orbital DOM compared to the newly acquired orbital image with
the visibility of the lander. The accurate lander location will also contribute to synergistic
scientific analysis of the landing site using multi-source data from multiple missions.
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